**TYPICAL DETAIL @ BASE FLASHING**

*With Insulation*

- **RainDrop Wrap**
  Supplied by TABS Wall Systems, LLC

- **TABS II Peel & Stick Flashing**
  Tapes wrapped over TABS Rigid Flashing

- **TABS II or TABS IP Panel**

- **TABS II Non-Corrosive Fastener**
  Designed to meet substrate criteria.

- **TABS RI 1" to 2"**
  Rigid Insulation

- **TABS II Rain Screen w/o Building Wrap**

- **TABS G90-26 Gauge Flashing**
  Fastened & Adhered to Building Structure (Drip Edge Optional)

- **Cut off TABS Panel at support Tab**
  to facilitate TABS Wall Systems G90-26 Rigid Flashing

- **Weep Holes to be installed every**
  16" to 24" Horizontally. Do not caulk under veneer.

- **Building Framing**